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ABSTRACT

Soil erosion may cause serious environmental impacts on soil and water resources such as excessive sedimentation, especially on steep terrain and erodible soils in arid and semi-arid areas. The sediment yield due to erosion has also economic consequences on dam watersheds by affecting economic life of dams, which are one of the most important infrastructure investments in Turkey. Thus, it is very important to determine potential erosion risk in order to develop adequate erosion prevention measures in dam watersheds. This study aimed to develop erosion risk map for Goz Watershed of Menzelet Dam in the eastern Mediterranean city of Kahramanmaras in Turkey. In the methodology, Remote Sensing (RS) and Geographic Information System (GIS) technologies were employed based on COoRDination of INformation on the Environment (CORINE) methodology. The results indicated that 54.52\% of the Goz Watershed was under moderate erosion risk, while there was a high erosion risk in 45.48\% of the watershed based on the potential erosion risk map. According to actual erosion risk maps, 11.97 and 88.03\% of the watershed area was subject to moderate and high erosion risk, respectively. It was found that the most important factors for erosion risks in the watershed were steep slope (average of 38\%) and lack of vegetation cover (only 11.67\% of forest cover). Besides, the results indicated that potential and actual erosion risk mapping by CORINE method is a quite efficient and cost effective approach.
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INTRODUCTION

Over recent decades, soil erosion by water has become a worldwide issue because of the progressive decrease of the ratio of natural resources to population. Besides, soils have been increasingly exposed to erosion for different reasons such as inappropriate agricultural practices, deforestation, overgrazing, forest fires, and construction activities (Terranova et al., 2009).

In Turkey, the average altitude is approximately 1,141 m and about 34\% of the total land has a slope over 20\% (Elibuyuk and Yilmaz, 2010). Because of the topographic conditions, soil erosion is one of the most important environmental problems in Turkey since approximately 73\% of the land is subject to severe and very severe soil erosion (Dogan, 1998).

The control of soil erosion processes depends on appropriate land use and management planning. Soil erosion tends to alter physical, chemical, and biological properties of soil, due to undesirable interaction among climate, soil, topography, and vegetation (Pla, 1997). Besides, the sediment yield due to erosion results in environmental impacts on water quality and...
aquatic habitat (Akay and Sessions, 2005; Akay et al., 2008). In Turkey, over 345 million tons of sediment enters the rivers, lakes, dams, and seas per year (GDREC, 2008). Sustainable management and conservation activities in dam watersheds are crucial for natural resources and national economy.

There have been several models developed to estimate sediment yield, runoff, and erosion risks such as RUSLE (Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation), EPIC (Erosion Productivity Impact Calculator), ANSWERS (Areal Nonpoint Source Watershed Environment Response Simulation), ICONA (Institute for the Conservation of the NAture), WEPP (Water Erosion Prediction Project), and CORINE (COoRdination of Information on the Environment). (Wischmeier, 1976; Beasley et al., 1980; CORINE, 1992; Flanagan and Livingston, 1995; Bayramin et al., 2006).

CORINE (1992) methodology was developed based on USLE (Universal Soil Loss Equation) (Wischmeier, 1976) for studies of soil erosion. The advantage of CORINE is in providing estimated erosion risk areas quickly and efficiently for the entire study area (Yuksel et al., 2008a). The actual soil erosion risk is computed based on two parameters including potential soil erosion risk and vegetation cover data. Soil erodibility, erosivity, and topographical data are used to calculate the potential erosion risk. The influence of vegetation cover is also considered, since it is a very important parameter in erosion models (Lal, 1994; Kilic et al., 2006; Evrendilek et al., 2007; Yuksel et al., 2008b; Aydin and Tecimen, 2010).

The accurate erosion risk maps generated by using GIS techniques are very important spatial data to locate the areas with high erosion risks and to develop erosion prevention techniques (Mitasova et al., 1996; Vrielings, 2002). Sadeghi (2005) conducted a study where GIS technologies were successfully used for semi-erosion mapping based on the criteria mentioned by United States Bureau of Land Management (USBLM) and RS data. Sazbo et al. (1998) also indicated that GIS analysis provide satisfactory results in developing erosion risk maps.

The main purpose of this study was to determine the soil erosion risk in Goz Watershed located in the Mediterranean city of Kahramanmaras in Turkey, by using CORINE methodology. Goz Watershed was selected as the study area because this watershed yields water and sediment into the Menzelet Dam, which is one of the important sources of irrigation water and drinking water in the region. During the analysis process, the impact of the climate, soil properties, slope, and vegetation factors on erosion were analyzed separately, in order to evaluate the potential and actual soil erosion risks in the area. The input files for climate, soil properties, slope, and vegetation were generated as digital data layers using GIS and RS tools and they were integrated with the CORINE methodology to produce erosion risk maps.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Area and GIS Data

Goz Watershed, a sub-watershed of Menzelet Dam was selected as the study area. The watershed is 45 km away from the city of Kahramanmaras and has an area of 1,336.6 ha (Figure 1). It is located between the latitudes of 37° 39’ 58” and 36° 40’ 54” North, and the longitudes of 36° 54’ 28” and 36° 57’ 59” East. The average elevation and ground slope was 1,295 m and 38%, respectively.

The study area is characteristic to Mediterranean climate with average annual precipitation of slightly over 700 mm. In the region, precipitation is usually in winter and spring seasons. The average annual temperature is 16.7°C, while maximum and minimum temperatures are 45.2 (July) and – 9.6°C (February), respectively. Soils is the majority of the study area consist of Alfisols formed on limestone (Dinc et al., 2001).
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Topographic maps at 1:25,000 scale were used to generate Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the study area. The slope map was then produced based on the DEM using ArcGIS 9.2 software. The maps of soil texture, soil depth, and stoniness were generated based on soil maps (1:25,000), produced by The General Directorate of Rural Service. Land cover types were classified by using a supervised classification method of ERDAS Imagine 8.3 based on LANDSAT TM imagery to determine vegetation factor. Finally, these digital input files were integrated with CORINE methodology to generate potential and actual erosion risk maps.

**CORINE Methodology**

In CORINE methodology, four parameters including soil erodibility, erosivity, topography (slope), and land cover are used to evaluate the potential and actual soil erosion risks. Soil erodibility factor can be defined as sensitivity of soil against the corrosive forces such as rainfall and wind. Soil texture, stoniness, and depth parameters were analyzed to determine soil erodibility value. In soil texture analysis, total of 39 soil samples were taken from 0-20 cm depth considering two bedrock types i.e. limestone and sandstone three general land use types i.e. agriculture, forest, rangeland, and seven replicates based on Factorial Trial Design methodology (Steel and Torrie, 1980).

Figure 2 indicates the soil sampling points in the study area. Then, only those soils that passed through a 2 mm sieve were evaluated in laboratory. Soil texture class map was interpolated with “Thiessen Polygon” for the whole watershed. Soil texture classification was made according to USDA texture classification (SSM, 1993).

In the CORINE methodology, soil texture was grouped into three classes including: Slightly erodible (1), Moderately erodible (2), and Highly erodible (3) (Figure 3). Soil maps were used in order to classify soil stoniness and soil depth, which are important indicators of erosion. The stoniness was classified as: Fully protected (1), and Not fully protected (2) soils, by considering the percentage surface cover of stones. The soil depth, which is the depth from the soil surface to the base of the soil profile, was classified as slightly erodible (>75 cm) (1), moderately erodible (25-75 cm) (2), and highly erodible (<25 cm) (3) soils. Finally, the soil erodibility index was calculated by multiplying these three soil factors (CORINE, 1992; Bayramin et al., 2003; Aydin and Tecimen, 2010) and reclassified.
Figure 2. Soil sampling points in the study area.

Figure 3. Flow diagram of the CORINE methodology (C: Clay; S: Sandy; Si: Silt, L: Loam).
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into classes of: Low (1), Moderate (2), and High (3).

Erosivity factor can be defined as detachment and transportation of soil due to raindrop impact and runoff (Lal, 1994). The erosivity was calculated based on two climatic indices: the Fournier index and Bagnouls-Gaussen aridity Index (BGI). Fournier index was used to measure erosivity at a regional scale (Fournier, 1960). The Fournier Index (MFI) was then modified by Arnolds (1980) considering total precipitation in a month ($P_i$) and total mean annual precipitation ($P_a$) (Arnolds, 1980; Sadeghi and Tavangar, 2015):

$$MFI = \sum_{i=1}^{12} \frac{P_i^2}{P_a}$$

(1)

The $MFI$ was classified into five classes including: Very low (1), Low (2), Moderate (3), High (4), and Very high (5). Since the $MFI$ could not consider the moisture stress, the $BGI$ was used as the second climatic index to consider moisture stress, which may increase the soil erosion due to reduction of vegetation cover. The $BGI$ is computed as a function of the temperature and precipitation (Arnolds, 1980):

$$BGI = \sum_{i=1}^{12} (2T_i - P_i)k_i$$

(2)

Where, $T_i$ is the mean temperature for the month, $P_i$ is the total precipitation for month, and $k_i$ is the proportion of the month during which $2T_i - P_i > 0$. The $BGI$ was classified into: Humid (1), Moist (2), Dry (3), and Very dry (4). Finally, erosivity index was determined by multiplying Fournier and Bagnouls-Gaussen aridity indices. The input data of precipitation and temperature were obtained from the nearest weather station in Kahramanmaraş for the period of 1985-2010. Finally, erosivity index was reclassified into: Low (1), Moderate (2), and High (3) (Figure 3).

In this study, a land cover map was generated using a Supervised Classification method of ERDAS Imagine 8.3 based on LANDSAT TM imagery acquired in August 2009. In classification process, the parallelepiped non-parametric and minimum distance parametric rule was used, and the image was classified into available land cover types in the study area. The accuracy of the classification was evaluated based on stratified random sampling method where 256 points were automatically selected from referenced topographic map and air photos. Finally, the classified land cover image was recoded into two classes: Fully protected (1) and Not fully protected (2) as suggested by the CORINE methodology.

After computing four main parameters including soil erodibility, erosivity, topography (slope), and land cover, potential soil erosion risk of the study area was determined by multiplying soil erodibility, erosivity, and slope indices and then mapping in ArcGIS 9.2 software. The potential soil erosion risk was classified into four classes: No erosion (1), Low (2), Moderate (3), and High (4). Then, the land cover factor was integrated with the potential soil erosion risk to find actual soil erosion risk. Finally, actual soil erosion risk map was generated and classified into three classes: Low (1), Moderate (2), and High (3).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this study, the potential and actual soil erosion risks were evaluated with a case study in a dam watershed using CORINE methodology based on four parameters including soil erodibility, erosivity, topography (slope), and land cover. Soil erodibility factor was determined as a function of soil texture, stoniness, and depth.
As a result of texture analysis of the soil samples obtained from the study area, it was estimated that 72.86% of the total area was covered with sandy loam and loam (highly erodible), while 26.89% of the total area was covered with clay loam (moderately erodible). The rest of the area (0.25%) was covered with bare rocks.

Evaluating percentage surface cover of stones in the study area, it was estimated that 34.73% of the total area possesses more than 10% stoniness, while the rest has less than 10% stoniness. The soil map was used to generate soil depth data of the study area, which indicated that soil depth was less than 25 cm (highly erodible) in 74.62% of the study area while it was 25 to 75 cm (moderately erodible) in 25.38% of the study area. Therefore, it can be concluded that large proportion of the study area was subject to high erosion risk due to shallow soil (< 25 cm depth). Besides, the shallow soil has low water-holding capacity, which leads to acceleration of runoff and loss of the organic matter and plant nutrition (Lal and Pierce, 1993).

Based on soil texture, stoniness, and depth parameters, erodibility factor was moderate (3-6) in 9.5% (126.81 ha) of the total area while it was classified as high (> 6) in 90.5% (1207.98 ha) of the area. Thus, the soil in most parts of the study area was subject to erosion risk considering soil erodibility factor (Figure 4).

The Fournier Index (MFI) and Bagnouls-Gaussen aridity Index (BGI) values were used to determine erosivity index. The MFI of the study area was calculated as 136, which was classified as high (4) according to the CORINE methodology. The BGI was not considered in this study because BGI value computed for the study area could not meet the required condition (i.e. $2t_i - P_i > 0$) in Equation (2). The results indicated that erosivity index was moderate (4) for the study area.

![Figure 4. The soil erodibility map of the study area.](image-url)
The topographic factors, especially ground slope, are important in terms of estimating erosion. The steep ground slope potentially accelerates the surface runoff, which dramatically increases erosion (Lal, 1994). The results indicated that the average slope in Goz Watershed was 38%. It was estimated that about 50.42% of the watershed was classified as steep and very steep areas, while the rest was on gentle slope (29.52%) and flat (20.06%) (Figure 5).

The potential soil erosion risk of the study area was determined and then mapped (Figure 6). The potential erosion risk map indicated that the study area had 54.52% moderate and 45.48% high erosion risk levels. The actual erosion risk map was generated by overlaying potential erosion risk map and land cover map (Figure 7). Reliability of land cover data is very important in soil erosion models (Odouro-Afriye, 1996). The accuracy assessment of the classified image indicated that classification process provided overall accuracy of 85.71%. The land cover layer was reclassified into two vegetation indices including fully protected and not fully protected based on CORINE methodology.

In the study area, forest was classified as fully protected (1), while the rest i.e. irrigated crops, stubble, fallow, wetlands, rangeland, and bare land were classified as not-fully protected (2). Land cover map indicated that the study area was 88.33% not-fully and 11.67% was fully protected. Actual erosion risk map indicated that 11.97% of the study area had moderate risk, while 88.03% of the study area possesses high erosion risk (Figure 8).
Figure 6. The potential erosion risk map of the study area.

Figure 7. Land use map of the study area.
Table 1. The area of the potential and actual soil erosion risk levels for the studied watershed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Erosion risk</th>
<th>Potential erosion risk</th>
<th>Actual soil erosion risk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Area (ha)</td>
<td>Percentage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>728.8</td>
<td>54.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>607.8</td>
<td>45.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1336.6</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CONCLUSIONS

The erosion risk maps were generated for Goz Watershed by using RS and GIS technologies considering the methodology implemented in CORINE. The results revealed that, according to the potential erosion risk map, more than half of the Goz Watershed was subject to moderate erosion risk, while about 88.03% of the study area was under high erosion risk based on the actual erosion risk maps. The main factors that resulted in high erosion risk in the study area included shallow soil depth and steep slope. Besides, most of the study area was covered with sandy loam and loam which are highly erodible soils. On the other hand, only 11.67% of the area was covered by fully protected vegetation cover i.e. forest. Thus, suitable land use practices should be implemented to reduce erosion and avoid shortening the economic life of the dam. In addition, reforestation activities must be re-initiated right away by using broadleaved species. On the other hand, the herbaceous species should be also considered to protect soil in addition to reforestation studies. This study did not aim to estimate the amount of soil loss and sediment yield, but to provide erosion risk map for the analysis of land use planning and environmental protection.
Future studies can be combined with estimation of soil loss and sediment yield through field studies to evaluate and verify the numerical prediction models.
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چکیده

فرسایش خاک می تواند اثرات محیطی و جغرافیایی بسزایی جدی روی منابع خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید از جهت فرسایش گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که نمونه آن تولید گزارش می‌شود. این نمونه روی زمین خاک و آب در مناطق حشک و نیمه حشک داشته باشد که N)
تند (میانگین 38/0) و کمیابی یا نبود پوشش گیاهی ( فقط 7/11/17/11/17 پوشش جنگلی) بود. افزون بر این، نتایج حاکی از آن بود که تهیه نقشه های پتانسیل و واقعی خط فرسایش با روش CORINE موثر و کارآمد و مقرون به صرفه است.